M10

Exercise “What are you going to do?”

1. Read the following questions and choose an answer that actually corresponds to what you would do if you were in
the situations described. Subsequently, you should debate with the rest of the class the reasons for your choices and
the criteria you used to make them.
a. You were invited to a party and you know that your parents absolutely do not want you to go. What are you
going to do?
b. Try to convince your parents to give you permission to go by promising to do your homework and keep your
room tidy for the rest of your life.
c. Respect the will of your parents and decline the invitation because you think that your parents, with their
experience, cannot be wrong.
d. Accept your parents’ decision, even if you think it’s wrong, simply because they are your parents.
e. Convinced that you are right, lie to your parents by telling them that you are going to sleep at a friend’s house,
and then go to the party.
f. Other reaction.......................................
2. Two friends are furiously arguing during the break and one of them offends the other by referring to the colour of his
or her skin. What are you going to do?
a. Take your racially offended classmate’s side, without worrying if he or she was right or wrong.
b. Tell the teacher, but without mentioning the racial offence.
c. Try to make them reason with each other about the object of the argument without any interest in the racial
offence.
d. Stay there to watch them without intervening – it is not your business.
e. Other reaction.......................................
3. Your elder brother has discovered that your best friend belongs to a different culture and, for this reason, he wants
you not to meet your friend any more. What are you going to do?
a. Demand for a “family summit” to reason together on the issue.
b. Decide not to see your friend anymore.
c. Report the issue to an association that fights against racial and ethnic discrimination.
d. Think, “Who cares? Whatever will be will be”.
e. Other reaction.......................................
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